
 

PROVEN RESULTS 
at the

SERVICE OF YOUR BEAUTY

Continually striving to deliver state-of-the-art products 
with effective formulations, L’OCCITANE has evaluated the 

efficacy of its signature anti-aging Spa facial:

IMMORTELLE DIVINE SECRET

This best-selling 90 minute protocol, combining the iconic Immortelle 
Divine range (including new Divine Youth Oil) 

with an expert double cleansing & smoothing massage sequence 
crafted by L’OCCITANE’s spa training professionals, is a favourite in 

L’OCCITANE Spa’s worldwide network.



A NOTICEABLE ACTION ON THE APPEARANCE OF WRINKLES 

The anti-ageing effect was assessed after completion of the Immortelle Divine 
Secret anti-ageing facial, using scientific measures to evaluate the performance 

on the skin (including clinical scoring & instrumental analysis).

The results observed by women after the facial are significantly long-lasting for those who carry out 
the recommended home-routine using Immortelle Divine product range both morning and evening

 

(Cleansing Balm, Foaming Cleansing cream, Divine Lotion, Divine eye Balm, Divine Extract and Divine Cream).

* Immortelle Divine Secret - clinical scoring - 30 women - Results after the Treatment.
** Immortelle Divine Secret - Satisfaction study - 30 women - Results after the Treatment.
*** Immortelle Divine Secret - Satisfaction study - 30 women who followed the anti-ageing routine for 7 days.

VISIBLE IMMEDIATE 

RESULTS

The volunteers found an improvement in the beauty of their skin**: 

These results have shown the extraordinary benefits of the Immortelle Divine Secret Spa facial 
skincare on the skin’s youth, glow, suppleness, as well as on the face contours.

Women recommend this Facial to a friend

After the facial and 7 days of the product routine, the volunteers found***:

RESULTS THAT LAST

100% Skin looks firmer 
Skin texture looks refined 
The Facial and anti-ageing 
routine had a beneficial 
effect on their skins 

97 % Skin looks smoother
Overall aspect of skin looks 
significantly improved

+14%*

100% Skin looks younger 
Skin texture looks refined 
Face looks rested

Contours are better defined97%

Feel younger than they did before90%

100%

AFTER JUST ONE FACIAL (1.5 HOUR)

Smoothing 
effect

+20%*

Improvement 
in skin 

radiance


